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Abib Report: Monday March 9, 2020 

Hi Folks, 

Decent day in the Land today. We returned to the Re’im area as promised to 

many of you. The area was hammered with 1-2 inches of rain Friday and Saturday. 

Water running and standing in any area it can. Bridget and Brenda had asked us to 

review some of Becca’s pictures the day after we got here for, they thought they 

recognized them as diseased heads. Actually, others sent the same pictures of 

some new definition of barley: “crimson” I think. No such thing exists in the barley 

line. There is the red strain. So, today we will address this new “crimson” 

classification. 

For some of you it will be a sweet eat, and then for others a meal of bitter Herbs.  

This so-called Crimson barley is actually diseased barley. Barley diseases are 

classified in 3 general categories: root; stem and leaf; and head and seed. What 

we are going to do is give you the link to the barley disease handbook and a 

bunch of pictures. You will be able to look at the 3 categories in the pictures 

provided here and then look through all the pictures in the online booklet and 

readily identify which diseases are present and the general reasons for them. 

Thus, you are doing the analysis yourself. Every location of early barley in the area 

is diseased to some extent this year. That is on top of all the other avenues they 

have been defiled as we have discussed in reports to date. 

file:///C:/Users/Owner/Desktop/barley_disease_handbook_-_NDSU.pdf 

If this link does not work just copy and paste it. I am a rookie at links. 

The first picture represents a group of plants which were growing among a lot of 

young plants in the Becca Patch. As you examine the heads you will notice the 

head area which houses the kernels is a rusty red color. Notice however the awns 

are still green. Some try to pass this off as older heads when in fact they are 

diseased and dying prematurely. When barley ages gracefully and healthily what 

changes color first? First part of the quiz.  

Once you see the fact it is dying, you must ask yourself from what? Use the 

booklet to assist you. Is there more than one reason? 

file:///C:/Users/Owner/Desktop/barley_disease_handbook_-_NDSU.pdf
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Now we have one of the affected heads. This is not the red strain. 
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Here is a picture of the stems and leaves of the plants above. Look for the 

condition of the leaves with curl and spots to identify the disease. Also do the 

same for the stems/stalks. Don’t forget to read what this does to the plant as to 

quality and the aging process. 

 

 

Following we have a picture of the root system of these stalks. This will give you a 

good view of the tillering process and much more.  

The picture after that is of the same disease in an adjacent area. Notice how the 

heads are deformed in this patch. Also notice young oats and young barley not 

yet diseased.  
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Now notice one of the reasons for this disease this year. The darnel (tares) are 

quite infected and are everywhere under the barley canopy. We moved the taller 

barley out of the way to show a clear view of them. Also notice the barley 

prematurely dying here as well. What is causing that? 

 

 

 

Following is the road beside the patch we now call: “The Becca Patch.” Notice all 

the standing water. Can this have anything to do with all the stressed conditions 

of this barley, both red strain and standard strain? The booklet will tell you if you 

read down through it. It lists just about every barley disease.  

Notice the Bedouin camp in the background. Sheep are still destroying barley thus 

no harvestable locations even if it was not diseased and defiled. 
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There are whole new swaths of barley coming up throughout this region. The 

majority of it appears to be disease free and is growing in a uniform manner. That 

is not the case with all the early plants. Father always has us covered.  

Some folks have brought up our comments on sheep crap. We are not talking 

about sheep manure, that takes a cycle to make it into the ground and thus will 

be a “fertilizer.” You don’t manure the standing grain. We are talking sheep 

feeding in the standing grain and peeing and pooping on the grain to be used for a 

wavesheaf and then harvested. That is a defilement of the standing grain. Simple 

and to the point. It is not being directed at any type of fertilizing, just plain out 

defiling and desecrating. All completely unacceptable for a HOLY offering.  

Our peace we give to you. 


